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Inspiration 

“The real essence of STEM is that it is bound 
together by soft skills, project-based learning, 
critical thinking, collaboration and 
communication. These are the 21st century tools 
that all students need to be successful right now 
and in the future.”

- Katrina Griffin, 2017 ACTFL Teacher of the Year 



Today’s Session

• Moving from Topic to Theme 

• Content-Related WL

• Methodology

• Examples

• Resources 



Learning Targets
• I can state why content-related world language 

instruction is impactful on student learning.

• I can choose age and level appropriate themes for my 
students.

• I can plan how to implement STEM-integrated units.

• I can lead a Gouin Series for an experiment or 
engineering demonstration. 

• I can identify sources for leading STEM-integrated world 
language instruction.



Traditional WL Topics

• DAILY ROUTINE 
• CAREERS 
• MY BIRTHDAY
• FOOD
• COLORS/NUMBERS
• SCHOOL 
• FAMILY 
• SHOPPING
• THE HOUSE
• TRAVEL



Moving from Topic to Theme

• In order to move students from one level of proficiency to the 
next, it is essential to provide opportunities for learning that go 
beyond vocabulary lists and topics.  

• Expand your teaching to broaden the experience for your 
students and enrich their language learning through meaningful 
immersion activities based on a more thematic approach.

• How do we get there from the textbooks and units we have?



Context - Content

● Start with your vocabulary list and your 
grammar goals.

● Then broaden the scope.  
● Why are they learning this?  
● What is the purpose? 



Content-Related WL

• Meaningful context

• Negotiation of meaning (Long)

• Comprehensible input (Krashen)

• Real communication (Hall)

• Cognitively demanding, intrinsically interesting (Curtain & 
Pesola)

• Motivation (Pica, Genesee, Johnson, Swain) 

• Meaningful repetition and recycling of vocabulary

• Support student understanding of academic and Common 
Core Standards



Benefits of Content-Related WL
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What is STEM?

• Science

• Technology

• Engineering

• Mathematics 

• INTEGRATION OF ONE OR MORE DISCIPLINES TO 
SOLVE REAL-WORLD CHALLENGES



Turn and Talk

Do you have any interests (outside of 
the language that you teach) that 

you’d like to share with your students? 



Why STEM?

• Need to prepare graduates skilled in science, 
technology, engineering, mathematics AND a 
language other than English.

• STEM provides real-life problem solving skills.

• Fosters critical thinking, science literacy, and 
innovation.

• Globally connected workforce.



Standards-Based



Connections

Making Connections: Learners build, reinforce, and 
expand their knowledge of other disciplines while 
using the language to develop critical thinking and to 
solve problems creatively.

Acquiring Information and Diverse Perspectives: 
Learners access and evaluate information and 
diverse perspectives that are available through the 
language and its cultures.



The 5 E’s of STEM Design
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How do these correspond to 
WL teaching & learning?



The 5 E’s & WL Lessons
STEM

5E
Student WL Learning WL 
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Beginning Input
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Next Generation Science Standards



Methodology 
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Turn and Talk

How might you go about planning for 
using STEM topics in your school 

setting?



Methodology 
Unit Plan Format

Enduring Understanding 
Essential Questions 
Can-Do Statements 
Targeted Standards 
Grammatical Expressions 
Vocabulary
Materials
Lesson Plans 
Performance Assessment



Turn and Talk

What are some barriers to teaching 
STEM topics in the TL?



Connecting to the real world

• TAKE WHAT YOU HAVE
• DECIDE HOW IT CONNECTS TO CONTENT 

AND GLOBAL STRANDS
• CREATE BROADER QUESTIONS TO GIVE A 

BROADER FOCUS
• CONSTRUCT INTERACTIVE RESPONSIVE 

ACTIVITIES



Challenges
• Training

• Content Knowledge

• Materials

• Space

• “Turf Wars”

• Planning Time



All that is great, but…



Strategies for Keeping Language 
and Content Comprehensible

• Linguistic strategies: paraphrase, familiar 
language, slow rate, tone of voice, 
re-entering of new language

• Extra-linguistic strategies: visuals, props, 
gestures, context, informing students of 
objective

• Interaction: clarification requests, verbal 
and non-verbal  comprehension checks, 
question sequences
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Strategies for Keeping Language 
and Content Comprehensible

• Use images and graphic organizers that are 
the SAME as those used in the content area 
classrooms (e.g., when teaching the water 
cycle within a unit on Planet Earth, use diagram 
of the water cycle from the science class)

• Hold students accountable for using the target 
language in class

• Teach functional chunks
• Establish an environment where students feel 

comfortable to speak
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Strategies for Keeping Language 
and Content Comprehensible

• Provide linguistic scaffolding
• Word walls
• Word banks
• Sentence starters
• Forced choice questions 
• Modeling



How Do Plants Grow?
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How Do Plants Grow?



Challenges



Share

How could a garden unit support 
your target language?



Share

Spanish Class

Arabic Class
German Class

Italian Class

Mandarin ClassRussian Class

Latin Class

Japanese Class

Hindi Class

Urdu Class

Portuguese Class
French Class



Life Cycles

©Carolina Gomez, Fun for Spanish Teachers 
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Matter

©Amanda Seewald, MARACAS



Physics

©Global Language Project



Matter

©Global Language Project
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Inspiration 

“The real essence of STEM is that it is bound 
together by soft skills, project-based learning, 
critical thinking, collaboration and 
communication. These are the 21st century tools 
that all students need to be successful right now 
and in the future.”

- Katrina Griffin, 2017 ACTFL Teacher of the Year 
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Math

©La classe de Madame Angel



Math



Putting it all Together 

https://www.yumpu.com/es/document/view/59374523/annie-sunbeam-spanish


Sustainable Development Goals

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZ9jgbr-HMg


Sustainable Development Goals
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Gouin Series Experiments

Elements of a Gouin Series:

An introduction to set the scene
Concrete action verbs
One specific context
One tense
One person
6-8 statements
Props or visuals
Logical sequence



Gouin Series Experiments

How to Teach a Gouin Series:

Teacher presents orally, with pantomime and props
Teacher repeats orally, class pantomimes with teacher
Teacher repeats orally without pantomime, class pantomimes,
Teacher repeats orally, individuals pantomime
Class repeats orally and pantomimes
Individuals lead the series
Possible reading, writing activities as extrensions



Gouin Series Experiments

Pasos para plantar una flor
 
Pongo la tierra
Hago un hoyo
Tapo la tierra
Pongo mucha agua
Espero, Espero, Espero......
Veo una hoja verde!!!!!!
 



Gouin Series Experiments
Ça flotte ou ça coule?
 
• Je verse de l’eau dans le bac.
• Je prends des choses diverses: une pièce d’argent, un bouchon, une pierre, etc.
• Je prévois que ____ va flotter. 
• Je prévois que ___ va couler.
• Je mets ____ dans l’eau.
• ____ coule. 
• _____ flotte.

Does it sink or does it float?
 
• I pour water into a bin.
• I take a variety of things: a coin, a cork, a rock, etc. 
• I predict that ____ will float. 
• I predict that ____ will sink. 
• I place ____ in the water.
• The ____ sinks. 
• The _____ floats.



Gouin Series Experiments

How could a Gouin Series be 

implemented in your teaching 

environment/ grade level/language?



Work Time 

Make it a Theme
Connect to a 

Context/Content/
Bigger Question

Typical Topic
Food

School
Family

Shopping

ACTIVITIES & 
RESOURCES
gather and 

design what 
you need



As you are working: 

As you develop performance tasks and instructional 
strategies, be sure to maintain focus on your 
learners:

● What do you want them to be able to learn and 
demonstrate?

● Why do they need to reach each goal linguistically 
(what comes next?)

● How can you be sure that your activities or 
instructions yield the results you want?



Resources 

● On my website
● On my Pinterest Page
● MARACAS’ Las Ciencias
● Global Language Project
● Curtain/Pesola’s Languages and 

Learners  



So How Did We Do?
• I can state why content-related world language 

instruction is impactful on student learning.

• I can choose age and level appropriate themes for my 
students.

• I can plan how to implement STEM-integrated units

• I can lead a Gouin Series for an experiment or 
engineering demonstration. 

• I can identify sources for leading STEM-integrated world 
language instruction.



Questions?



Parting Words

• Take it slow – try one unit with one class.

• Remember to keep language comprehensible by using 
all the great language teaching techniques. 

• Foster connections.

• Be a lifelong  learner yourself.
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